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Introduction to Complexity Theory Column 6
I just attended the 9th Structure in Complexity Theory Conference, which was in Amsterdam thi s
year . 100% of the first three papers in the proceedings ;—) were devoted to the study of semi membership algorithms! In fact, during the last half-decade, there has been a marked surge o f
interest in semi-membership algorithms . The article below surveys some of the recent results fro m
this research area . Though it is hard to pinpoint what triggers research "surges," my own off-han d
guess is that, if one had to put one's finger on a single paper that restarted the interest in semi membership algorithms, the paper one would finger would be Seinosuke Toda's wonderful 199 1
paper [Tod9l], which set forth tricks (oops . . . techniques) that are used in many of the subsequen t
papers .
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Abstract
A semi-membership algorithm for a set A is, informally, a program that when given any two strings determine s
which is logically more likely to be in A. A flurry of interest in this topic in the late seventies and earl y
eighties was followed by a relatively quiescent half-decade . However, in the 1990s there has been a resurgence
of interest in this topic . We survey recent work on the theory of semi-membership algorithms .
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Introduction

A membership algorithm M for a set A takes as its input any string x and decides whether x E A .
Informally, a semi-membership algorithm M for a set A takes as its input any strings x and y an d
decides which is "no less likely" to belong to A in the sense that if exactly one of the strings is i n
A, then M outputs that one string . Semi-membership algorithms have been studied in a number o f
settings . Recursive semi-membership algorithms (and the associated semi-recursive sets—those set s
having recursive semi-membership algorithms) were introduced in the 1960s by Jockush [Joc79] .
'Supported in part by NSF grant CCR-8957604, NSF/JSPS grant INT-9116781/ENGR-207, HC&M
ERB4050PL93-0516, and an NSF REU supplement .
2 Department of Computer Science, University of Rochester, Rochester, NY, 14627 .
3 Work done in part while visiting the Tokyo Institute of Technology and the University of Amsterdam .
'Departments of Mathematics and Computer Science, University of Amsterdam, 1018 TV Amsterdam .
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Deterministic polynomial-time semi-membership algorithms (and the associated P-selective or semi feasible sets) were introduced in the 1970s by Selman [Se179] . Nondeterministic polynomial-tim e
semi-membership algorithms, both partial and total (and the associated NPSV P-selective and NPselective sets), were introduced in the 1990s by, respectively, Hemaspaandra, Naik, Ogihara, an d
Selman [HNOS94] and Hemaspaandra, Hoene, Ogiwara, Selman, Thierauf, and Wang [HH0 + 93] .
One telling question one can ask about abstract theoretical notions is, "Do they have an y
applications?" In the case of semi-membership algorithms, one can ask whether the extensive
work done on sets having semi-membership algorithms yields any results that don't explicitly refe r
to sets having semi-membership algorithms . Until recently, it would have been woefully hard t o
answer "yes" to this question . However, Section 2 discusses a recent application of semi-membershi p
algorithms—that is, an instance where they resolve a question that was not thought to have an y
connection to the theory of semi-membership algorithms .
The application regards the following question : Is there a single-valued (partial) NP functio n
that, whenever given a satisfiable formula as input, outputs a satisfying assignment? As a n
application of their results on nondeterministic semi-membership algorithms, Hemaspaandra e t
al . [HNOS94] have shown that if such a function exists, then the polynomial hierarchy collapses .
This result is somewhat nonintuitive—especially as it is easy to see that NP functions can find al l
satisfying assignments for SAT . Thus, SAT seems to be a problem for which finding one solution i s
harder than finding all solutions! (This is not paradoxical . One cannot "get all solutions and the n
select the smallest one," as the outputs from NP functions are so diffuse (in the computation tree )
that a given output path has no obvious way of detecting whether or not its output is the smalles t
output value in the computation tree .) Section 2 also surveys related results on nondeterministi c
semi-membership algorithms, and their connections to nonuniform complexity and the extende d
low hierarchy.
Sections 4 through 6 survey recent results on the theory of sets having semi-membershi p
algorithms computable in deterministic polynomial time . One unifying theme of these section s
is their emphasis on the interrelations between P-selective sets and various polynomial-tim e
reducibilities . Among the results surveyed are a result of Buhrman, van Heiden, an d
Torenvliet [BvHT93] that P is exactly the class of sets that are both P-selective and Turin g
self-reducible, a result of Buhrman, Torenvliet, and van Emde Boas [BTvEB93] (respectively,
of Ogihara, and Agrawal and Arvind, and Beigel, Kummer, and Stephan [Ogi94,AA94,BKS94] )
that if NP has a positive-Turing-hard (respectively, bounded-truth-table-hard) P-selective set then
P = NP, a result of Cal, Naik, and Selman [CNS94] that if NP has a truth-table-hard P-selectiv e
set then NP falls into a surprisingly small deterministic time class, a result of Hemaspaandra,
Hoene, and Ogihara [HH094] that more flexible reducibilities to P-selective sets provably accep t
larger language classes, and results of Hemaspaandra, Naik, Ogihara, and Selman [HNOS93] on th e
relationship between P-selective sets and "left cuts . "

2 Nondeterministic Semi-Membership Algorithms : Collapsing
the Polynomial Hierarchy via Unique Solution s
Let us cut to the chase .
Hypothesis U (see [Se194]) There exists an NPSV function (that is, a single-value d
NP function in the standard sense [BLS84]—the output from an NP machine for whic h
each accepting path has an output, and all outputs on a given input are the same) h
13

such that for each Boolean formula F, it holds that h(F) is a satisfying assignment o f
formula F .
That is . Hypothesis U says that NP functions can find one satisfying assignment when given a
satisfiable formula as input . This sounds innocuous, yet we have the following result .
Theorem 2 .1 ([HNOS94]) If Hypothesis U holds, then the polynomial hierarchy collapses t o
NPNP .
Since we believe that the polynomial hierarchy does not collapse, in light of Theorem 2 .1 w e
must conclude that Hypothesis U is unlikely to hold . Before Theorem 2 .1 was proven, the stronges t
known consequence of the truth of Hypothesis U was a certain nice result of Selman [Se194] regardin g
separability of NP-Turing-complete sets, but that result was not then (and still is not) known t o
imply the collapse of the polynomial hierarchy.
Though Theorem 2 .1 does not mention semi-membership algorithms at all, its proof is deepl y
based on the theory of nondeterministic semi-membership algorithms, and indeed provides perhap s
the first application of any notion of semi-membership algorithm in the sense discussed in th e
introduction . Hemaspaandra et al . in fact define semi-membership algorithms with respect t o
almost any function class (even, for the first time, multi-valued or partial function classes) .
Definition 2 .2 ([HNOS94]) Let 7C be any class of functions (possibly multivalued and/o r
partial) . A set A is .FC-selective if there is a function f E .FC such that for every x and y, i t
holds that
and
if {x, y} n A  0, then f(x,y)  0 and f(x,y) C A .
f (x, y) C {x, y},

In a slight abuse of notation (using the same term both for the class of sets having the property an d
for the property—the particular context will make clear which use is intended), let :FC-selective
also denote the class of sets that are .FC-selective.
The key lemma underpinning their proof is the following, which can be viewed as a strengthenin g
of Ko's [Ko83] result on the lowness of sets having total, deterministic semi-membership algorithms ,
though the proofs are quite different .
Lemma 2 .3 ([HNOS94]) If A E NP and A is NPSV-selective, then NP NP' = NP NP .
Given this lemma (whose proof is a bit tricky, and thus is not included here), Theorem 2 .1 can
be obtained as follows . SAT is trivially NPMV-selective . It is not hard to see that any NPS V
"refinement" (that is, a function having the same domain, and having values always a (perhap s
non-proper) subset of the function being refined) of an NPMV-selector for a set A in fact is an
NPSV-selector for A . It is known [Se194] that Hypothesis U is equivalent to the statement that all
NPMV functions have NPSV refinements . So if Hypothesis U holds, SAT satisfies the hypothesi s
of the above lemma, and thus NPNP'AT = NP NP , thus collapsing the polynomial hierarchy .
Open Question 2 .4 Suppose Hypothesis U is relaxed to allow h to be 2-valued (or eve n
polynomially-valued), rather than single-valued . Does this relaxed hypothesis still collaps e
the polynomial hierarchy to NP NP ? This question is currently open (and interesting!) .
Watanabe [Wat94] has taken a first step towards a resolution . He shows that one may relax
the hypothesis to polynomially-valued functions if one adds a certain constraint on the behavior o f
h.
14

Below, we quickly summarize some of the other main results of Hemaspaandra et al . [HNOS94] .
Definition 2 .5
1, [KL80] For any class of sets C, C/poly denotes the class of sets L for whic h
there exist a set A E C and a polynomially length-bounded function h : E
such tha t
for every x, it holds that
xEL

if and only if (x, h(O Iyl ))

2 . [BBS86] Let ExtendedLow 2 denote
NPSAT$L } ,
NPNPL
{L I NP
NP

{L

E A.

INP"L = NP sAT®L }, and let ExtendedLow 3 denot e

The following two results show that NPSV-selective sets are of low nonuniform complexity .
Theorem 2 .6 ([HNOS94]) NPSV-selective

n NP C (NP n coNP)/poly .

Theorem 2 .7 ([HNOS94]) NPSV-selective C NP/poly

n coNP/poly .

The optimal number of bits of advice needed for nonuniform acceptance of selective sets has recentl y
been established [HT94] .
The following result shows that sets of relatively low nonuniform complexity are in th e
extended low hierarchy . Theorem 2,8 should be contrasted with the result of Kobler [K6b93 ]
that (NP n coNP)/poly is "theta three extended low" ; the two results are incomparable .
Theorem 2 .8 ([HNOS94]) (NP/poly)

n (coNP/poly) is ExtendedLow3 .

From Theorems 2 .7 and 2 .8, it follows that the NPSV-selective sets are extended low .
Corollary 2 .9 ([HNOS94]) The NPSV-selective sets are ExtendedLow 3 .
The above results all regard (partial) single-valued NP functions, which seems to be the mos t
natural of the standard versions of NP functions, and which is the version that yields the resul t
that unique solutions collapse the polynomial hierarchy . Readers interested in multivalued N P
functions (respectively, total single-valued NP functions) can find more information on thes e
in [HNOS94] (respectively, [11110 + 93]) . Wang [Wan] has recently defined probabilistic semi membership algorithms, and has given a direct proof that PPF-selective C PP/poly, a resul t
that is also implied by a relatively general meta-theorem, namely [11110 + 93, Theorem 3 .16] .

3 Reductions to P-Selective Sets, and Two Puzzling Results
In the sense of Definition 2 .2, consider the PFs,ngle_„a/ued, total-selective sets . This class is commonl y
referred to as the P-selective sets (and we will also use this shorthand), and was first studied b y
Selman [Se179] . In Section 4 of this paper, we will survey a line of research asking what consequence s
follow if, e .g ., NP has a bounded-truth-table-hard P-selective set, It is now known (see Theorem 4 .6 )
that this hypothesis implies P = NP . However, arriving at that result took a long time . On the
other hand, as early as the 1970s it was known that if NP had a many-one-hard P-selective set, the n
P = NP . So if it were the case that every set that bounded-truth-table reduced to a P-selective se t
necessarily many-one reduced to some (perhaps different) P-selective set, then the recent boundedtruth-table result in fact would be an immediately corollary of the many-one result, and you, gentl e
reader, could happily skip much of Section 4 of this paper . Thus, one motivation for studying
15

whether the sets reducible to P-selective sets are themselves necessarily P-selective is simply t o
understand what extensions are meaningful, and which are already implicit based on known result s
about P-selective sets (see Corollary 4 .2 for an example of this "result already implicit" effect i n
action) .
More generally, in computer science we like to view polynomial-time reductions as bein g
relatively innocuous . Does the class of P-selective sets have the property that different reduction s
to P-selective sets yield only P-selective sets? Though some classes—for example, P, NP n coNP ,
BPP, and PSPACE—do have this property of being "closed downwards under Turing reductions, "
others—for example, the class of sparse sets [BK88]—do not .
Recently, Hemaspaandra, Hoene, and Ogihara [HHO94] have studied the relationships o f
different reducibilities (and equivalences) to P-selective sets, and their results show that, in th e
sense discussed in the previous paragraph, the P-selective sets are more like the sparse sets tha n
like the BPP sets . On the other hand, the most striking feature of their paper is the contras t
between their results and the known results for sparse sets .
In particular, for P-selective sets, both the separations and the collapses are more dramatic an d
unconditional than for sparse sets . For example, the theorem below states that one-truth-tabl e
reduction to P-selective sets yields the same class as one-truth-table equivalence to P-selective sets .
In contrast, the same result is known for sparse sets only under the (rather strong) additiona l
assumption that P = NP [AHOW92] . In the course of proving the theorem below, [HHO94] in fac t
proves that R2_ tt (P-selective) — 4(P-selective) is non-empty . In contrast, it is known that provin g
the analogous result for sparse sets would immediately establish that P ~ NP [AHOW92] .
Adopting the standard notation in the literature, for any already-defined reducibility <p, le t
Rf.(P-selective) denote {A I (3L E P-selective) [A <p L]}, and let Ep(P-selective) denote {A I (3L E
P-selective) [A <p L and L <p A]} .
Theorem 3 .1 ([HH094]) 1 . P-selectiv e 5 Rp_T(P-selective )
Ei_T (P-selective) = Ep_ tt (P-selective) f R2_tt( P -selective )
R(k+1)-tt(P-selective) f •
2. P-selective f R1_ T (P-selective)
R'(k+l)_T(P-selective) f •

f R2_ T(P-selective )

3. P-selective
Ei -tt (P-selective)
E(k+1)-tt(P-selective) f •

f

E 2_tt (P-selective)

4 . P-selective 74 Ei_ T(P-selective)
E(k+l)_T (P-selective) 5 •

f

EZ_ T (P-selective)

5. Ebtt( P- selective )

=

D P_ tt (P-selective)
f Rk tt (P-selective)

5

Rk_T(P-selective)

5

t

f Ek_tt( P-selective )

f

t Ek_ T (P-selective)

5

EPt (P-selective) t E (P-selective) .
T
6. For every k > 1 and every P-selective set A it holds that Rk_ T (A) = R'2,k_1)_tt(A) . In
particular, for every k > 1 it holds that Rk_ T (P-selective) = RP(2k_1)_tt(P-selective) . For ever y
f

k > 2 it holds that Ek_T(P-selective)

E '2k_1)_ tt ( P-selective ) .

In contrast to the above results on reductions to P-selective sets, one can also study the closur e
properties of the P-selective sets . The contrast here is a bit counter-intuitive . For example, it i s
known that the P-selective sets are closed downwards under disjunctive reductions, and yet it i s
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also known that the P-selective sets are not closed under union . For a typical complexity class ,
such a result would be impossible to obtain, as clearly, for any class closed under marked unio n
(sometimes also called the "join " operation) closure under disjunctive reductions implies closur e
under union . The resolution of this puzzle is, of course, that the P-selective sets (in contrast t o
almost all standard complexity classes) are not closed under marked union! A discussion of th e
Boolean closure properties of the P-selective sets—in particular, the fact that for each k they fai l
22,
to possess
: — 2k — 2 of the k-ary Boolean closure properties—can be found in [HJ] . However ,
even though the fact that a set is (for example) the union of two P-selective sets does not perforc e
imply that it is P-selective, it does imply that the set is contained in certain of the recently define d
generalizations of the P-selective sets (for example, the membership-comparable sets [Ogi94] and th e
multiselective sets [HJRW]), and thus is subject to the many results proving that these generalize d
classes contain only structurally simple sets .
Hemaspaandra, Jiang, Rothe, and Watanabe [HJRW] establish a similarly at-first-puzzlin g
result . They prove that there exist two sets whose marked union (join) is easier than either o f
the sets, in the sense that both sets are not in the second level of the extended low hierarchy (se e
Definition 2 .5) yet their join is in the second level! The reason this result should seem strange i s
that every set that many-one reduces to a set A also, for every set B, reduces to A joined with B .
So joining two sets, intuitively, should never lower their complexity . The solution to this puzzle
is simply that extended lowness is a measure of complexity orthogonal to the standard reduction based measures of complexity, and thus one should not assume that it is closed downwards unde r
various reductions . Indeed, it is known that the levels of the extended low hierarchy are not close d
downwards under many-one reductions [AH92,Ver94] . In fact, informally stated, extended lowness
is about the number of quantifiers required to extract information from a set—that is, it is a measur e
of a set's organizational complexity, rather than of its conventional computational complexity .

4 Which Sets Reduce to P-Selective Sets ?
As Toda [Tod91] remarked, the interesting reductions to P-selective sets are the non-positiv e
reductions . Indeed, Buhrman, Torenvliet, and van Emde Boas [BTvEB93] show that the clas s
of sets that positive-Turing reduce to P-selective sets is the class of P-selective sets itself . Th e
best previously known result along these lines was the analogous result for positive-truth-tabl e
reductions, which was obtained by Selman [Se179] over a decade earlier !
4.1 ([BTvEB93]) For any set A and any P-selective set B, if A <pos-T B then A G n
B, and thus A is P-selective .
Theorem

Corollary 4 .2

([BTvEB93]) If all NP sets Gpo,_T-reduce to P-selective sets then P=NP .

The more interesting hunt is to find not just which sets reduce to P-selective sets, but whic h
sets reduce to P-selective sets . Results are often of a conditional sort : "If some se t
reduces to a P-selective set, then some unlikely collapse happens ." Toda [Tod9l] showed th e
following important result . (R, UP, and FewP denote, respectively, random polynomial time ,
unambiguous polynomial time, and polynomial-bounded-ambiguity nondeterministic polynomia l
time (see, e .g ., [Joh90]) . )
interesting

Theorem

4 .3 ([Tod9l])

1 . If all sets in UP are <pt -reducible to P-selective sets then P = UP .

2. If all sets in NP are <p -reducible to P-selective sets then P = FewP and R = NP .
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3. If all sets in P NP are < P -reducible to P-selective sets then P = NP .
To prove these theorems, Toda introduces for each fixed NP machine M the set MINPATH ,
where (x, i) E MIN PATH if and only if the encoding of the ith bit on the minimum acceptin g
path equals 1 . A bit-string XMINPATH(( x , 1)) • . •XMINPATH((x, p(n))) can easily be checked to se e
whether it encodes an accepting path (by simulating the machine on the path obtained) . If th e
set MINPATH is truth-table reducible to some P-selective set, then the strings (x, l), . . ., (x, p(n) )
are connected to a polynomial number of queries, which can be sorted according to the quasi ordering induced by the P-selector, to reveal a polynomial number of possible settings fo r
XMINPATH (( x ,1)) • • • XMINPATH ((x, p(n))), These possibilities can then all be checked in turn t o
find out if an accepting path exists .
Toda's absolute result that "there exists a set in exponential time that does not truth-table
reduce to any P-selective set" was recently extended to Turing reducibility—albeit with a linea r
number of queries by Burtschick and Lindner [BL93] .
Theorems of the form "If some class reduces to a P-selective set then pigs can fly" tend to mak e
use of some property other than P-selectivity of the set . Disjunctive self-reducibility has been a ver y
central property in the long line of research on whether NP has sparse complete sets with respect t o
various reducibilities (the current state of this line can be seen in [AHH + 93], and slightly outdate d
surveys of the line as a whole can be found in [H0W92,You92]), and has reappeared in the stud y
of selectivity . SAT is a well-known disjunctive self-reducible set and it has long been known [Se179 ,
Ko83] that disjunctive self-reducible P-selective sets (in fact positive truth-table self-reducible sets )
are in P . This result was recently extended by Buhrman, Torenvliet, and van Helden [BvHT93] .
Theorem 4 .4 ([BvHT93]) Any Turing self-reducible P-selective set is in P .
We include a version of the proof of Theorem 4 .4, rendering it as a story . With luck, this is
more understandable than a formal proof, though it is obviously less explicit .
Let's say you have some great expert (Larry) who will solve a problem (namely, whether a give n
input x is in a certain fixed P-selective Turing self-reducible set A) that has been bugging you fo r
a while, but needs to repeatedly question (yes or no) another expert (Moe) . Now this other exper t
is really expensive, and you would like to avoid spending the money on having to call him multipl e
times . Fortunately, you happen to know that the questions Larry will ask Moe are about the sam e
set as your original question . Knowing this, you might wonder "why not just ask the origina l
question?," but that tempting option is precluded by the rules of Turing self-reducibility—an d
anyway, you have this great function that will tell you which of the two things is "stronger" (we us e
stronger to mean that it is more likely to be in the set, according to the selector function), so yo u
want to get some use out of it . Here's what you do . You let Larry work and think and do whatever
he does, and when he comes to talk to Moe, you use your comparison function and compare you r
original query x with Larry ' s query q . If x is stronger than q you respond no, otherwise you respon d
yes . Finally once Larry has given you an answer, you talk to Moe . There are only two queries t o
worry about . The strongest query that you answered no (yr) and the weakest query you answere d
yes (y2) . First note that if the answers you gave to these two queries were correct then the answer s
you gave to all the queries were correct, and thus so was Larry's answer . If either of the answers t o
these two queries were incorrect, then you could immediately infer the answer to x from knowin g
which one was incorrect . But you can do even better! Suppose Larry's answer is yes . Then if th e
answer to y 2 is no then so is the answer to x because of the ordering, but if the answer to y 2 is
yes then the answer to x cannot be no since otherwise the answer to y l would be no because o f
the ordering and the fact that in this case all the answers we have in Moe's place would have bee n
18

correct and so Larry's answer "yes" would have to be correct! By the same reasoning the answe r
to x must be the same as the answer to y l in case where Larry's answer was no .
The above story-proof proves that every Turing self-reducible P-selective set is many-on e
reducible, However, as observed by Ko [Ko83, p . 211] . it is trivially true that every many-on e
self-reducible set (with or without the additional assumption that the set is P-selective) is in P .
Thus, Theorem 4 .4 is established .
Wang [Wan] observed that the same proof applies to well-behaved time classes larger than
polynomial .
Buhrman et al . proved an extension in the direction of reductions to P-selective sets by showing :
Theorem 4 .5 ([BvHT93]) If A is Turing self-reducible, B is P-selective, and A <1 tt B, then
A EP .
On the other hand, under the assumption that E UE, Buhrman [Buh93, Theorem 7 .29] proves
the existence of a disjunctive self-reducible set in NP that is Turing reducible to a P-selective set ye t
is not in P . Beigel, Kummer, and Stephan [BKS94, Theorem 7 .1] observe that Theorem 4 .5 canno t
be extended to 2-truth-table reductions via any relativizable technique . Beigel et al . [BKS94] ,
Ogihara [Ogi94], and Agrawal and Arvind [AA94] independently returned to the more restrictiv e
domain of disjunctive self-reducibility, and within that restricted domain extended the type o f
truth-table reducibility from the reducibility found in Theorem 4 .5 .
Theorem 4 .6 ([Ogi94,AA94,BK S94]) If all sets in NP are <btt-reducible to P-selective sets
then P = NP .
In fact both Ogihara's and Beigel et al .'s results are more general since they deal wit h
(provable) generalizations of P-selectivity called, respectively, "membership comparable sets" an d
"approximable sets ."
It is open whether Theorem 4 .6 can be extended to truth-table reductions . The bes t
known result along that line is Theorem 4 .7 below . However, Hemaspaandra et al . [HHO + 93,
Proposition 3 .9] prove that Theorem 4 .6 cannot be extended to Turing reductions via any proo f
technique that relativizes .
Cai, Naik and Selman, using a result by Jenner and Toran [JT93], prove that if NP sets are truth table reducible to P-selective sets, then the deterministic time complexity of SAT is surprisingl y
low .
Theorem 4 .7 ([CNS94]) If there exists a P-selective set that is truth-table-hard for NP then ,
for all k > 0, SAT E DTIME[2 n/1 ° 9' "] .

5 Constructing P-Selective Set s
After having discussed P-selective sets, of course one wants to construct some of them . In this
section, we mention first the classic construction technique of Selman, and then mention some ne w
work that provides a new construction technique .
Selman [Se182] gave the following straightforward method of producing P-selective sets . Let r
be a real number written in binary and let r n denote its nth bit . The standard left cut of r i s
defined as
L(r) = {w E {0, 1} * w
ror l . . . r
where the < ordering is the dictionary ordering on strings .
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For any given r, is standard left cut, L(r), can easily be seen to be P-selective, since give n
any two strings x and y, the smaller one in dictionary order is more likely to be in any standard
left cut. Standard left cuts have another interesting property . A real number r E [0, 1] can also b e
viewed as the characteristic string of a tally set T(r) = {On I rn = 1} . It is easy to see that suc h
a characteristic sequence can be recovered in polynomial time (by binary search) from L(r) and
so, since strings in (L(r)) -n can be recovered in polynomial time from the information in ro . . . r n ,
every standard left cut is polynomial-time Turing equivalent to a tally set . A moment's thought
reveals that the reduction L(r) <T T(r) is even a positive reduction .
As every r .e. truth-table degree has tally sets, every r .e. truth-table degree has P-selective sets ,
so P-selective sets can he very complex . Are they all essentially left cuts? This question was
recently answered to some extent . The answer is tied to the very hard question P = PP ?
Theorem 5 .1 ([HNOS93]) If P = PP then for every non-empty P-selective set A there exists a
standard left-cut L(r) such that A

-n L(r) .

From this theorem plus the above observation about positive reductions mentioned above, we hav e
the following .
Theorem 5 .2 ([HNOS93]) If P = PP then for every P-selective set A there exists a Tally set T
such that A pos—T T and T 57 . A .
Every standard left-cut is positive-truth-table reducible to a tally set, and every tally set i s
Turing reducible to a standard left-cut as we observed . An interesting question is whether thi s
relation is as tight as possible . It is, as the following theorem shows .
Theorem 5 .3 ([HNOS93]) There exists a standard left cut L(r) such that for all tally sets T ,
L(r) t T .
Indeed, a tally set that is not _<p -reducible to any P-selective set can even be found in UP — P, i f
we assume that UE E [HNOS93] .
As we mentioned earlier in the paper, there is a long line of research studying whether spars e
sets can be NP-hard with respect to various types of reductions . The results in this line are quit e
strong . One might naturally be tempted to wonder : Can the results about the consequences o f
having NP-hard P-selective sets with respect to various types of reductions be derived easily fro m
the powerful known results about sparse sets? To preclude this, it would be nice to show that ther e
is some P-selective set that does not reduce to any sparse set via, for example, positive-Turin g
reductions (or, even more to the point, bounded-truth-table reductions) . However, Theorem 5 .2
suggests that current techniques lack the power to establish this result for the positive-Turin g
reduction case ; this is because proving this would immediately imply that P  PP a result tha t
is probably true but is also thought to be beyond current techniques .
The following results are worth mentioning because they involve P-selective sets, although th e
results are also related to the study of sparse sets . Rao [Rao94] defines the class of P-selective-clos e
sets as the class of sets that have a sparse symmetric difference with a P-selective set . He proves
the following result, which obtains in a unified way the previously known results that no <n-har d
set for E can be either sparse or P-selective .
Theorem 5 .4 ([Rao94]) No < ;n-hard set for E is P-selective-close .
Fu and Li [FL93], extending a result of Ogihara and Watanabe [OW91], prove the following resul t
about "weakly P-selective sets [Ko83]" and NP-hardness .
Theorem 5 .5 ([FL93]) If there exists a weakly P-selective set A, an NP-hard set H, and a spars e
set S, such that H — A <btt S, then P = NP .
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6 Search Reducing To Decisio n
An important question in the study of NP sets is the question of deciding the membership i n
a set vs . the hardness of obtaining an answer . A typical example is that to the question "I s
945032975230405 a prime number?," we would like from an algorithm an answer richer than merel y
"no." It is known that for any disjunctive self-reducible set, an algorithm deciding the set can easily
be transformed into an algorithm producing a witness for membership in the set, This property ,
known as "search reduces to decision," is the central theme of the paper of Hemaspaandra e t
al . [HNOS93], and as it turns out the question is related to reducibility to P-selectivity . They prov e
the following result .
Theorem 6 .1 ([HNOS93]) If L E NP is P-selective and search nonadaptively reduces to decisio n
for L then L E P .
Assuming search reduces to decision for a language L E NP, an even more general form o f
reduction can be used .
Theorem 6 .2 ([HNOS93]) If L E NP is <i_tt-reducible to a P-selective set and search
nonadaptively reduces to decision for L then L E P .
On the other hand, search adaptively reducing to decision and search nonadaptively reducin g
to decision seem quite different, as shown by the contrast between Theorem 6 .1 and the following
result .
Theorem 6 .3 ([HNOS93]) If E  NE then there exists a P-selective set L E NP — P for whic h
search reduces to decision .
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